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ABSTRACT

Two-thirds of signaling substances, several sensory
stimuli and over one-third of drugs act via recep-
tors coupling to G proteins. Here, we present an on-
line platform for G protein research with reference
data and tools for analysis, visualization and design
of scientific studies across disciplines and areas.
This platform may help translate new pharmacolog-
ical, structural and genomic data into insights on
G protein signaling vital for human physiology and
medicine. The G protein database is accessible at
https://gproteindb.org.

INTRODUCTION

Two-thirds of endogenous hormones and neurotransmit-
ters (1), several sensory stimuli and over one-third of the
FDA-approved drugs (2) mediate their actions via recep-
tors coupling to G proteins. G proteins are intracellular het-
erotrimeric proteins consisting of �, � and � subunits that
dissociate to � and �� upon activation by the G protein-
coupled receptor (GPCR). G proteins are named by their �
subunit and are divided into four families which share ho-
mology and downstream signaling pathways: Gs (Gs and
Golf), Gi/o (Gi1, Gi2, Gi3, Go, Gz, Gt1, Gt2, Ggust), Gq/11 (Gq,
G11, G14 and G15) and G12/13 (G12 and G13). The theoretical
G protein ‘couplome’ in human spans the potential interac-
tion of these 16 G proteins with ∼800 receptors totaling 12
800 couplings or non-couplings. Recently, breakthroughs
in biosensor development (3–6) yielded the first large-
scale systematic quantifications of couplings (3,4) which
have been unified in a recent meta-analysis (7). The struc-
tural elucidation of GPCR–G protein binding currently
covers >120 complexes (https://gproteindb.org/structure/
gprot statistics) which make up a majority of the new and
nearly all cryo-EM GPCR structures (8). Combined struc-

tural and sequence analysis has uncovered GPCR–G pro-
tein selectivity determinants (9).

Despite this information, more is needed to realize
huge scientific potential. A structural mechanism, ‘confor-
mational selection’ alters G protein selectivity in ligand-
dependent ‘signal bias’ (10,11) but we lack the molecular
mechanistic understanding to rationally design probes with
functional selectivity and drugs with fewer adverse effects.
There are no GPCR structure complexes of the G12/13 fam-
ily and receptors with only weak G protein coupling require
more insight into their stabilization. The encoding of selec-
tivity in GPCR and G protein sequences has not been de-
scribed for determinants in the ligand-binding site (12) most
important for drug design. Furthermore, G proteins (13)
and their signaling interface (14) have recently been iden-
tified as (direct) therapeutic targets.

Fully answering these and many related scientific ques-
tions would only be possible through a consolidated com-
munity data and analysis infrastructure enabling exploita-
tion of the above and coming data in integrative research.
Here, we present an extensive online platform for G protein
research. The interactive platform features e.g., a G protein
coupling atlas, annotated structural templates, interface in-
teractions and matching, and predicted selectivity determi-
nants for mutagenesis. By providing one-stop reference data
and accessible data-driven analysis and visualization tools,
this platform may help translate more of the many new data
into integrative insights and an actionable foundation to ad-
vance G protein research across the scientific disciplines and
areas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Coding framework

We built the new resource by re-using the GPCRdb frame-
work (15–17) which uses a Django Framework and the
packages BioPython (18), NumPy (19), SciPy (20), and
MODELLER (21). For all data browsers (i.e. the couplings,
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structures, structures models and coupling determinants)
we applied the DataTables.js (https://datatables.net) mod-
ule in conjunction with yadcf.js (https://yadcf-showcase.
appspot.com) which support sorting and filtering. The vi-
sualizations were written in JavaScript with the largest use
of the D3.js framework (https://d3js.org) to generate SVG
figures and animations. While initial versions of some re-
sources were published in (9), new data and functionality
have been added here along with many new resources tai-
lored for G protein research.

GPCR–G protein coupling and selectivity resources

G protein couplings were filtered, normalized and ag-
gregated onto families as described in (7) and presented
in an interactive browser (https://gproteindb.org/signprot/
couplings). GPCR–G protein couplings have a confidence
filter that by default restricts the quantitative couplings to
those supported by a second dataset, while the qualitative
(primary versus secondary) couplings in Guide to Pharma-
cology are instead typically supported by multiple literature
references. The requirement for shared coupling is applied
on the G protein level––also for families––to avoid the is-
sue of apparent support of family couplings when subtypes
differ. G protein coupling selectivity profiles were visual-
ized in a Venn diagram (https://gproteindb.org/signprot/
statistics venn) which, by GPCR class, intersects the recep-
tor sets that couple to the four G protein families. This dif-
fers from (9) by adding (i) new datasets ((9) only covered
GtP), (ii) a table to select all GPCRs in a class that cou-
ple to a given G protein family and (iii) the ability to filter
obtained receptor sets based on their classification (lower
left in Figure 1). Furthermore, for each GPCR class, we
mapped G protein family couplings onto a classification
tree of all human receptors by their ligand types (e.g. pep-
tide or aminergic) and receptor families sharing endogenous
ligand (https://gproteindb.org/signprot/statistics tree). This
differs from (9) which used (i) a phylogenetic classification
(which is arbitrary for many cross-class and orphan recep-
tor comparisons), (ii) GtP data only and (iii) a single cross-
class tree (for which receptor names are illegible even in dou-
ble column figures).

GPCR–G protein structure models

The GPCR–G protein structure complex models were built
by extending the pipeline described in (17). The same steps
are used for the homology modelling of the receptor; ex-
cept, to ensure correct coupling between the receptor and
the signaling protein the main template selection is limited
to GPCR–G protein complex structures. Only those com-
plex models are built where there is a structure in the GPCR
class and the G protein subfamily. The five main template
selection criteria are the same for all complex models: (i)
GPCR class, (ii) G protein � subunit, or if that is not avail-
able: (iii) G protein subfamily, followed by the highest: (iv)
GPCR sequence similarity and (v) resolution. The mod-
elling of the G protein � subunit includes the swap-in of
an alternative template for the Helical domain when it is
missing from the main template; missing loop coordinates
get alternative swap-in templates or are freely modeled, and
mutated side chains are reverted to wild type.

GPCR–G protein interface interactions

Pairwise interface interactions were annotated based on ge-
ometric rules specified in Supplementary Table S1. Each
type of amino acid interaction between a GPCR and a
G protein is described on a general and a specific level,
where the general level takes the underlying biochemistry
into account (e.g. aromatic interaction), while the spe-
cific level considers geometric properties (e.g. face-to-edge).
Each structural interaction annotation was subsequently
enriched with the chemical properties of the participat-
ing amino acids. These properties are analyzed to generate
an interface interaction fingerprint, a representation of the
most conserved properties of the interacting residues across
the receptor sequences of all structural templates. This fin-
gerprint can be used to match across all receptors from the
same GPCR class to list receptors by decreasing similarity
and hence ability to form the same residue and G protein
interactions.

Coupling determinant mutation design

The sequence-based coupling determinants were imple-
mented using our recently published tool to identify se-
quence signatures (15). Based on the user-specified G pro-
tein family and receptor of interest, the tool collects all re-
ceptors from the same GPCR class for which coupling data
is available. Subsequently, two sets of receptors are created,
the ‘couplers’ and the ‘non-couplers’. The sequence signa-
ture is calculated as previously described (15) for the two
receptor sets spanning all residue positions with an asso-
ciated generic number. Based on the sequence signature,
receptor positions lacking a conserved positive property
(score > 10%), which potentially contributes to coupling,
are proposed as a mutant by introducing the most conserved
amino acid of the binding receptors having that positive
property. Vice versa for negative properties (score < −10%),
which contribute to non-coupling, mutations are proposed
for receptor positions into the most conserved amino acid
of the binding receptors lacking that negative property. The
inverse approach is applied if the user selects to instead ob-
tain mutations to decrease/abolish coupling to a G protein
family. In addition to the suggested mutations, information
is provided for each residue position about: sequence con-
servation, known G protein interactions, known ligand in-
teractions, and the availability of mutation data.

RESULTS

GPCR–G protein coupling atlas and selectivity

The ‘G protein couplings’ (https://gproteindb.org/signprot/
couplings) integrates data from quantitative profiling stud-
ies (3–5) and literature annotation from the Guide to Phar-
macology database (22) letting any researcher find and com-
pare couplings in one place (Figure 1A). To ensure con-
fidence and comparability of couplings, all data is consis-
tently filtered and normalized ((7) and Methods). Users
can modify coupling confidence or coverage using cut-offs
counting the number of supporting datasets or the stan-
dard deviations from basal signal. Cross-dataset filtering by
mean log(Emax/EC50), pEC50 and Emax values can differ-
entiate receptors with strong or no/weak coupling to a G
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Figure 1. G protein couplings and selectivity. (A) G protein couplings encompass Guide to Pharmacology (GtP) primary/secondary transducers (22) and
log(Emax/EC50), pEC50 and Emax values from profiling studies (3–5) and a means thereof. The confidence and coverage of quantitative couplings can be
adjusted based on counts of supporting datasets (default 2) and standard deviations from basal signal (default 1.4). (B) G protein selectivity profiles can
be intersected in a Venn diagram counting the receptors in each class. (C), G protein selectivity trees map couplings to trees classifying receptors by class,
ligand type and receptor families sharing endogenous ligand(s). (B, C) Dashed arrows illustrate paths to obtain coupling-based selection of receptor sets
for further study.

protein subtype or family. Furthermore, a ‘G protein selec-
tivity Venn’ (https://gproteindb.org/signprot/statistics venn)
can discriminate the receptors in each GPCR class by their
profile of combined G protein family couplings (Figure 1B).
Finally, a ‘G protein selectivity tree’ (https://gproteindb.org/
signprot/statistics tree) maps G protein family couplings
onto receptor classification trees – one for each GPCR class
and further classified through an alphabetic listing of ligand
types (e.g. peptide or lipid) and receptor families sharing
endogenous ligands (e.g. serotonin receptors) (Figure 1C).
These three resources present complementary means to an-
alyze G protein couplings and to select sets of receptors for
further study.

Structures

The G protein ‘Structures’ (https://gproteindb.org/
structure/g protein structure browser) include all un-
bound and GPCR complex structures from the Protein
Data Bank (23). We additionally provide a refined version
in which missing or mutated receptor and G� regions
are re-modelled based on other more complete struc-
tures while mutated residues are reverted to wildtype
(Figure 2A). Structure selection is guided by information

about G protein family and receptor classification, sub-
unit isoform, species origin, ligand name and modality,
structure determination method, resolution and author
names (Supplementary Figure S1). The obtained tem-
plates can be copied (PDB identifiers) for analysis using
GPCRdb’s structure comparison tools (24) or exported
with their selected data (Excel) for further analysis. Fur-
thermore, this resource is the first to provide ‘Structure
models’ (https://gproteindb.org/structure/complex models)
of >3000 GPCR–G protein complexes that are not yet cov-
ered by experimental structures but can be modelled based
on a similar template from the same GPCR class and G
protein family. The structural topology of residue positions
can be mapped in a ‘snakeplot’ (Figure 2B) from the ‘G
protein page’ (below). The refined and modeled structure
complexes expand the GPCR–G protein ‘couplome’ that
can be studied across basic and applied structure-based
research.

Receptor–G protein interface

The interfaces of GPCR–G protein structure complexes
can be analyzed in the ‘Interface interactions and profiling’
(https://gproteindb.org/signprot/matrix) to identify residue
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Figure 2. Structures and interface interactions. (A) �2-adrenoceptor-Gs structure (35), its refined structure and �2-Gi1 and -Go models. (B) Snakeplot
mapping residues topological segments and highlighting GPCR–G protein interface positions (red residues). (C) Interface interactions shown in % and
grayscale across class A GPCR–Gi/o family structures (interaction presence/absences in each structure is shown upon mouse hover). GPCR and G protein
residues are indexed with generic residue numbers (25,26) to compare of structurally corresponding positions and color-coded to visualize properties or
interaction types. A structure-based interface fingerprint can be profiled against GPCR lacking structures (Supplementary Figure S2).
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Figure 3. Sequence data in the online G protein research platform. (A) Snakeplot visualization of amino acid topological positions and properties. All
amino acids are colored by property: polarity for most but backbone modifying ability for proline and glycine and disulphide-formation for cysteine. (B)
Sequence alignment of the receptor-interacting helix 5 of all human 16 G� proteins along with conservation measures for amino acids and residue groups
with similar property and size, and numeric amino acid descriptors, ‘z-scales’ (29) (from https://gproteindb.org/alignment/gproteinselection). (C) Protein
sequence mapping onto segments by secondary structures (helices, �-sheet and loops). (D) Protein-specific and common residue numbers (25) for G�s,
G�i1, G�q and G�12 (from https://gproteindb.org/residue/residuetable gprot). These number tables can also be downloaded in Excel format or retrieved
programmatically via a RESTFUL-API web service to integrate the numbering in any dataset and analysis method. (A, B) Taken from the ‘G protein page’
(https://gproteindb.org/signprot) for G�s. (A–C), Common residue numbers (25) can be shown by mouse hover.
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interactions and their frequencies (Figure 2C). Residue in-
teraction frequencies (% and grayscale in Figure 2C) can
be analyzed for distribution across structures and filtered
to the desired stringency. All residues have generic residue
numbers (25,26) for structurally corresponding positions
and can be color-coded by properties or interaction types.
The property consensus (27) of receptor residues form
an interface ‘fingerprint’ which can be matched to a se-
quence alignment of all GPCRs in the class to profile recep-
tors by their conservation of the interface while inspecting
known couplings (Supplementary Figure S2). The platform
also features ‘Interface mutations & chimera’ (https://files.
gpcrdb.org/GPCR--Gprotein Mutations.xlsx) from litera-
ture annotations (9). These experimental data span modi-
fications of receptors, G proteins or both and their quali-
tative and quantitate effects. These resources offer unique
means for structure-based identification of GPCR–G pro-
tein interfaces and for comparison to experimentally char-
acterized GPCR–G protein coupling profiles and determi-
nants.

Sequence topology, alignment and generic residue numbers

The ‘G protein page’ (https://gproteindb.org/signprot) sum-
marizes sequence, structural and mutagenesis data. Residue
positions are mapped to a ‘snakeplot’ which can be custom
colored or display stored functional data about the receptor
interface (below), genetic variants (28), post-translational
modification sites and a selectivity barcode (9) (Figure 3A).
The full-length G� protein sequence mapped to segments
by secondary structures (helices, �-sheets and loops) (Fig-
ure 3C). The ‘G protein alignments’ (https://gproteindb.org/
alignment/gproteinselection) can be customized to cover
specific G proteins, sequence segments or common residue
number positions (25) (Figure 3B). Each alignment comes
with conservation measures for amino acids and residue
groups with similar property and size, as well as nu-
meric amino acid descriptors and ‘z-scales’ (29). Further-
more, ‘Generic residue number tables’ (https://gproteindb.
org/residue/residuetable gprot) tabulate G protein-specific
and common residue positions (25) (Figure 3D). Together,
the sequence alignments, detailed conservation statistics
and generic residue numbers provide the foundation for
analysis of the sequence basis underlying G protein struc-
ture and function, e.g., determinants of molecular interac-
tions and structural conformations.

Coupling determinant mutation design tool

The ‘Coupling determinant mutation design tool’ (https:
//gproteindb.org/mutations/gprot coupling) features data-
driven prediction of receptor residue determinants of G
protein activation (Supplementary Figure S3). This is based
on all couplings (above) and distinct conservation among
coupling and non-coupling GPCRs, respectively for a G
protein family of interest. The conservation measure goes
beyond traditional amino acid identities to analyze groups
of residues with similar properties and size allowing shared
molecular interactions. Depending on the research ques-
tion, users can choose to either strengthen or weaken G
protein coupling. Accordingly, mutations are suggested to

introduce missing and remove conserved consensus amino
acids from the receptor set with the desired and undesired
coupling status, respectively. Validation is built-in by side-
by-side tabulation of suggested mutations with GPCR–G
protein interface interactions (above) and effects from lit-
erature mutations (15,30), while we invite the research field
to feedback new mutagenesis results via a standardized Ex-
cel file. Notably, the intersection with interface interactions
enables studies focusing on either interface determinants or
allosteric modulating G protein binding.

DISCUSSION

Taken together, the online platform integrates diverse G
protein sequence, structure and function data and makes
accessible sophisticated analysis tools. The G protein cou-
pling atlas opens for one-stop access to consistently nor-
malized reference data from all major datasets with user-
defined confidence and coverage cut-offs tailoring to the
needs of each study. For example, functional and mecha-
nistic studies will also benefit from the possibility to dis-
til receptor sets with a specific G protein selectivity based
on the atlas and the interactive Venn diagram. Given that
there are already over 120 GPCR–G protein complexes
(https://gproteindb.org/structure/gprot statistics) and that
these make up the majority of receptor cryo-EM struc-
tures, the annotated structures presented herein will help
substantially to keep track of new structures and select-
ing study templates. Furthermore, as cryo-EM structure
determination is challenging at a high resolution, the re-
finement based on other experimental templates model-in
many missing sidechains or loop segments. While the vast
majority of GPCR–G protein complexes lack an experi-
mental structure, our structure models greatly expand the
‘couplome’ for which we can generate structure-based hy-
potheses across mutagenesis, dynamics, kinetics, molecu-
lar mechanistic and drug design studies. The ‘Interface in-
teractions and profiling’ tool may shed new light on how
receptors bind G proteins at the interface (9). However,
G protein signaling can also be modulated allosterically
(12). Therefore, the ‘Coupling determinant mutation design
tool’ presents a unique basis to reveal such allosteric de-
terminants through mutagenesis experiments. Of note, its
data differs from the PRECOG server (31) by spanning not
one but four datasets (3–5,22)––a necessity to remove un-
supported couplings (7)––and its unique residue property-
based signatures are integrated with known interface inter-
actions and mutation effects. Hence, we expect that the plat-
form presented here will inspire many studies across basic
and applied research and disciplines, aiding the elucidation
of, e.g., constitutive activity (32), pre-coupling of G pro-
teins (33,34) and ligand-dependent biased G protein signal-
ing (10).

DATA AVAILABILITY

All data is available via the web (Section ‘GproteinDb’
in https://gproteindb.org) and GitHub (https://github.com/
protwis/gpcrdb data). Documentation is available at https:
//docs.gpcrdb.org. All open-source code can be obtained
from GitHub (https://github.com/protwis/protwis) under
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the permissive Apache 2.0 License (https://www.apache.org/
licenses/LICENSE-2.0).

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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